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The sentences in each set use verbs whose past participles have similar

endings. Complete the sentences using the past participle of the verbs.

By now, Sandra would have 1) her lunch. (eat)

Fiona has2) a poem on nature. (write)

When I called, Lydia had

pick up her friend.

3) to the airport to (go)

As Julian had

the park.

4) his homework, he went to (do)

You can’t have

largest house in the street.

5) Derek’s house. It’s the (mistake)

Have you6) to Dad about the !eld trip? (speak)

When you !nd a

water !rst.

7) pipe, turn o" your

Charles could have

pocket when the stranger made an attempt to rob him.

8) the money into his (thrust)

(burst)

Zoe has never9) so bitterly. (weep)

Having

children were beaming with joy.

10) through the play tunnel, the (creep)

Participles

5)
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The sentences in each set use verbs whose past participles have similar

endings. Complete the sentences using the past participle of the verbs.

By now, Sandra would have 1) eaten her lunch. (eat)

Fiona has2) written a poem on nature. (write)

When I called, Lydia had

pick up her friend.

3) gone to the airport to (go)

As Julian had

the park.

4) done his homework, he went to (do)

You can’t have

largest house in the street.

5) mistaken Derek’s house. It’s the (mistake)

Have you6) spoken to Dad about the !eld trip? (speak)

When you !nd a

water !rst.

7) burst pipe, turn o" your

Charles could have

pocket when the stranger made an attempt to rob him.

8) thrust the money into his (thrust)

(burst)

Zoe has never9) wept so bitterly. (weep)

Having

children were beaming with joy.

10) crept through the play tunnel, the (creep)

Participles
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